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Abstract. Understanding customers’ opinion and subjectivity is regarded as an im-
portant task in various domains (e.g., marketing). Particularly, with many types of
social media (e.g., Twitter and FaceBook), such opinions are propagated to other
users and might make a significant influence on them. In this paper, we propose
a fuzzy propagation modeling for opinion mining by sentiment analysis of online
social networks. Thereby, a practical system, called TweetScope, has been imple-
mented to efficiently collect and analyze all possible tweets from customers.
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1. Introduction

It is important for businesses to collect customers’ feedbacks about their products and
services in direct and more importantly indirect manners [15,16,17]. Online users have
been creating a large amount of information (e.g., personal experiences and opinions) in
various forms (e.g., rating, reviews, comments, and articles). Such “personal opinions”
among users have be efficiently processed by using various learning methodologies (e.g.,
decision tree, clustering, and so on) [21].

Since many social networking services (SNS) have been emerged, they have enabled
the customers to share and exchange their personal opinions. Then, these customers can
either make a significant influence on others or get influences from the others. For ex-
ample, if some of friends (or family) have shown any positive (and negative) comments
against a certain item (e.g., news and products), one will have a similar feeling regardless
of their own personal opinion [7,8,14,6].

More importantly, the SNS has shown significant power on information diffusion.
Once a new piece of information is generated, the information can be propagated to a
very large number of other uses in a short time. Particularly, as shown in Fig. 1, in Twitter,
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tweets (i.e., t1, t2, and t3) generated by usersUA andUB can be broadcasted to other users
who are following the user. As some of the following users (i.e., UX ) have retweeted the
tweets, the information can be exponentially exposed to many users. This Twitter-based
information diffusion process will be explained in more detail in Sect. 3.
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Fig. 1: A sample of informattion propagation on Twitter

In this context, it is important to detect and understand the so-called Word of Mouth
(WoM) phenomena [1]. There have been many applications to be aware of how infor-
mation is propagated through the social media [18,19]. Particularly, in terms of efficiently
establishing viral marketing strategy, businesses need to understand customers’ feedbacks
and opinions [13,10]. In order to deal with this issue, we have focused on designing a
mathematical model of information propagation on social media for sentimental analysis.
The main research questions are

– Is there any relationship between emotional words and information propagation through
social media?

– Is it possible for businesses to employ emotional words to increase effect of the in-
formation propagation?

Thereby, we have developed and evaluated a practical decision support system, called
TweetScope, which is capable of extracting and visualizing the feasible information on
marketing. We expect that the visual interface of this system can help decision makers to
understand the diffusion patterns on tweets [9,11].

The outline of this paper is as follows. In the following Sect. 2, we show the previous
work related to the social understanding systems. Sect. 3 describes the formalization of
diffusion network on social networks and a practical sample about information propaga-
tion and the uncertain influence of friends opinion to a personal comments. Sect. 4 intro-
duces a definition of fuzzy information propagation network base on a fuzzy relationship
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between the microtexts diffused on Social network. In Sect. 5, we show the experimental
data collection and data preprocessing. The experimental results and evaluations are dis-
cussed in Sect. 6. Sect. 7 draws our conclusion of this work and presents next research
directions in the future.

2. Related work

Understanding how information are diffused over on social networks has recently at-
tracted much interest, especially in detecting and understanding the so-called Word of
Mouth (WoM) phenomena [1]. There are already research works to be aware of how
information is propagated through the social media [18,19]. Particularly, in terms of ef-
ficiently establishing viral marketing strategy, businesses need to understand customers’
feedbacks and opinions [13,10].

Previous work [3], authors examined a dataset of political blog entries to determine
relation between political opinions and increasing of feedback in term of quantity of com-
ment; and the influence or diffusion of original political opinion to the following discus-
sion is evaluated too. The result has shown that people are more interested in emotionally-
charged discussion. Which blog entries being more emotional are received more feed-
backs than another even if its sentiment is either positive or negative. Therefore, the ex-
periment also pointed out that emotional statuses are potentially attract users interesting
in information propagation environment on social networks. In case of Twitter, these sta-
tuses or tweets can be more diffused among users by sharing action such as retweeting,
replies and so forth.

In order to evaluate relation between diffusion pattern and emotional statuses posted
over social network, we have focused on designing a mathematical model of information
propagation on social media for sentimental analysis. The main research questions are

– Is there any relationship between emotional words and information propagation through
social media?

– Is it possible for businesses to employ emotional words to increase effect of the in-
formation propagation?

The model supports to detect the relation based on fraction between coverage and sensi-
tivity value of the diffusion patterns, which called coverage rate. Statuses are classified
as positive and negative depend on whether it contains emotional words or not. Such
classification allows us to examine distribution of its coverage rate values to identify the
difference between groups. For testing the model, we evaluate a case study on a practi-
cal system named TweetScope. The application monitors and analyzes data fetched from
a text stream provided by Twitter by filtering tweets on the timeline of certain famous
accounts who have a quite enough number of statuses and followers. It’s capable of ex-
tracting and visualizing the feasible information on marketing. We expect that the visual
interface of this system can help decision makers to understand the diffusion patterns on
tweets [9,11].
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3. Problem description and example

In order to formalize the information diffusion patterns, we have to define the following
notations and show an example. In this paper, we call customers’ comments on SNS as
microtexts, since they are usually short.

Definition 1 (Microtext). A microtext t is a piece of textual information. It is composed
of three main features given by

t = 〈TF, τ, Ψ〉 (1)

which are i) term frequencies TF (how many times each term appears in the microtext),
ii) timestamps τ (when the microtext was generated), and iii) a set of neighbors Ψ (who
has been involved in the microtexts).

Given a microtext t, a set of term features TF (ti, wk) can be extracted by measuring term
frequencies in the vector-space model. It can be represented as

TFt =

[
w1 w2 . . . w|t|

count(w1)
|t|

count(w2)
|t| . . .

count(w|t|)

|t|

]T
(2)

where wi ∈ t is a list of words in t, and function count returns the number of occurrence
of a term wk. Also, |ti| is the length of ti (i.e., the total number of words).

Definition 2 (Propagation network). A propagation network NP is a network where
information is diffused from one to other users via their relationship. It is represented as

NP = 〈U ,N〉 (3)

where U is a set of users and N ⊆ |U| × |U| is a set of relationship betweens the users.

Definition 3 (Linguistic Network). A linguistic network NL is a network where peo-
ple show their opinions about a subject or trend of news. Propagation information are
restricted to microtexts have same subject wk with term features TF (ti, wk) equal or
greater than a threshold α. A Linguistic network NL is represented as

NL = 〈U ,N , S, α〉 (4)

where S is a set of considered subjects, and α ∈ [0..1]

In case of Twitter, the microtexts are called “tweets” showing opinions of users about a
certain news. These tweets are diffused among users by retweet action. Retweet (in short,
RT) is the powerful and unique function to propagate information to other users. Let
consider an example of information propagation on Twitter shown in Fig. 1. We assume
that users UA, UB , ..., UX have the directed relationships (by “following”) among them.
The users can share their opinion to their followers by posting a new tweet, or just retweet
a tweet of their friends, e.g., UA posts a tweet t1 to show his or her opinion, user UX
is interested with the topic of t1, he retweet it as a tweet ty . The followers of UX can
continues share t1 more deeper to their friends.

Rather than sharing their own feelings or friend’s opinions, the user can summarize
or comments a friend’s tweet either intentionally or unintentionally, i.e. user Ux posts a
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tweet tx after observing the tweets t2 and t3 of user UB to talk about an interesting topic.
Hence, there exists an uncertain or fuzzy relationship between statuses of users in a group
of friends [2].

In our previous work [4], we have defined a RT network N twt
RT (t) to represent infor-

mation propagation network of a specified tweet twt, and also the propagation pattern of
twt by coverage rate φtwt. We have extended these definitions of RT network over the
linguistic network NL, as following.

N twt
L,RT (t) =

〈
U twtRT , N

twt
RT , T twtRT , S, α

〉
(5)

where U twtRT ⊆ U , N twt
RT ⊆ U twtRT ×U twtRT and T twtRT is a set of timestamps when U twtRT have

retweeted.
Each Retweet Network of a certain tweet twt has its own a propagation pattern g(twt)

by coverage rate φtwt that indicates how many users twt is diffused to within a unit time.
The interesting issue is that some g(twt) can reach its own highest value of φ more quick
than another; and their maximum value are distributed in various ranges, i.e. In Figure
2, g1(twti) has a peak later than g2(twtj). In consider to compare between diffusion
patterns, we represent the maximum value of a diffusion pattern g(twt) and its time as
following

Φtwt = [φmax, d] (6)

where φmax is highest value of g(twt) and d is timestamp when it is happened. For easy
accessing, we denote Φtwtv for φmax value and Φtwtt for d value.

4. Fuzzy Propagation Model

By dividing the Domain(Φtwtt ) to a set of smaller ranges, we can map Φtwtt to linguistic
variables which represent how quickly g(twt) reaches its own highest value.

Lt =
{
lti |lti := [(i− 1)×∆t, i×∆t]

}
(7)

where i ∈ [1..m], ∆t =
max(Φtwt

t )−min(Φtwt
t )

m .
Beside that, when consider to all tweets of a certain subject, we also can divide the⋃

∀twt
Domain(Φtwtv ) to linguistic variables which represent how larger of Φtwtv as follow-

ing
Lv = {lvi |lvi := [(i− 1)×∆v, i×∆v]} (8)

where i ∈ [1..n], ∆v =
max(Φtwt

v )−min(Φtwt
v )

n .

Definition 4 (Linguistic variables of Information propagation patterns). Linguistic
variables of Information propagation patterns are fuzzy sets used to cluster values Φtwt

to some similar groups. It is defined through linguistic variables of values and time of the
highest peak of g(twt) for all considered microtexts as following

L =
{
l|l ∈ Lv × Lt

}
(9)
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Fig. 2: Two diffusion patterns by (a) g1(twti) of @Windowsphone account, (b) g2(twtj)
of @SamsumMobile accounts
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Definition 5 (Information diffusion relationship). Information diffusion relationship
fwk

(Mu, ti) represents a semantic relationship between a set of microtexts and a speci-
fied one when we consider a certain subject. It is probability that a microtext ti was posted
by a user u after observing some microtexts Mu of his/her friends about a certain subject
wk.

fwk
(Mu, ti) = pwk

(Mu|ti) (10)

where Mu = {m | timestamp T (m) < T (ti)} is a set of previous microtexts posted by
friends of user u

We can calculate fwk
(Mu, ti) via fwk

(sj , ti) as following

fwk
(Mu, ti) =

1

|Mu|
∑
m∈Mu

f(m, ti) (11)

Definition 6 (Emotion transition network). Emotion transition network NE where mi-
crotexts or opinions are diffused from one to other users over a Linguistic Network NL
and the interaction between them (if any) is represented by a fuzzy relationship. Given a
Linguistic network NL = 〈U ,N , S, α〉, Emotion transition network NE is represented as

NE = 〈NL, F, β〉 (12)

where F = {fwk
| ∀wk ∈ S ⇒ fwk

:MxM → [β..1]} is set of links between the micro-
texts with weight equal or greater than a threshold β.
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Fig. 3: A sample of emotion transition network of a specified subject wk

Property 1 (Emotion status). Given a set of emotional words E and twt is a microtext.
We denote twtE to represent what emotional words does twt contains. Hence two able
emotion status of a microtext twt are i) non-emotional correspond with E = ∅ (|E| = 0)
and ii) emotional when E 6= ∅ (|E| > 0).
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Property 2 (Emotion transition). Given an edge (sj , ti)wk
with weight fwk

(sj , ti), we
call it is an emotion transition if emotion statuses of sj , ti are difference.

Property 3 (Source of a node). Given a microtext as a node ti, Source(ti) = {s|f(s, ti) ∈ F}
is a set of nodes that has outgoing edges to ti.

Property 4 (Derived of a node). Given a microtext a node ti,Derived(ti) = {s|f(ti, s) ∈ F}
is a set of nodes that have incoming edges from ti.

Mapping tweets diffused on Nε to space of information propagation linguistic vari-
ables will group tweets that have similar diffusion patterns. These information is used to
track the dependence between information propagation patterns and emotional words. It’s
our next mission to build an evaluating method to clarify the relationship. Some researches
already show the relationship between emotion [3][5] and information propagation in nar-
row fields, hence we assumed some hypotheses as following:

1. Tweets with emotional words are retweeted more quickly by following users of its
owner, and also by followers of those more deeply over friendship network. Hence
ratio between emotional tweets with small Lti value, and quantity of emotional tweets
are higher than ones of non-emotional tweets.

2. Ratio between emotional tweets with largeLvi value, and quantity of emotional tweets
are higher than ones of non-emotional tweets.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Implementation

For purpose to evaluate the propagation model and discovery relationship between emo-
tional words and ability of information diffusion over the propagation network, we imple-
mented a practical system called TweetScope, its architecture is described as Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 is a demo of TweetScope GUI (Graphical User Interface).

Tweet crawler is a basic component that has missions in i) listening on Twitter Stream
Service to collect any tweets from monitored accounts and considered subjects; ii) storing
the fetched information to a local database, it is preprocessed before iii) parsing by Entity
Tagger to recognize any emotional words in content of tweets [20] [22] and also represent
their subject in vector-space model.

Model constructor provides logical functions that help to built the diffusion model
for next analytic steps. It includes some components i) RT Network builder create retweet
network for each tweet base on friendship relationship between retweeting users; ii) Dif-
fusion pattern builder calculate coverage and sensitivity values for the list of retweets;
iii) Fuzzy propagation model constructor constructs terms of the information propagation
model which is necessary for next steps.

Analyzer is an application layer in the framework of TweetScope. This layer is dy-
namic for multi-purposes of data analyzing, it contains some useful controller to calculate,
extract and generate data for extend applications. In this work, the analyzer processes
information diffusion patterns’ parameters, maps them to linguistic variables space and
provide a visual interface to help user to observe the result easily.
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Data Analyzer Report Generator

Diffusion pattern mapping function

Fuzzy Propagation Model constructor

Diffusion pattern builder

RT Network builder

Entity Tagger

Twitter Stream Listener Data base connector

Sentiment Analyzer

Model constructor

Twee crawler

Fig. 4: System architecture of TweetScope

5.2. Data collection

We chose several Twitter accounts from 7 groups, i.e. IT, Mobile, Sport. . . . Their tweets
and RT information are collected from 16th March 2012 to 27th November 2012. In the
scope of evaluation, we have built their RT networks and classified tweets into two group
i) emotional tweets what contain at least one emotional word and ii) non-emotional tweets.
The statistical specification of the collected dataset is shown in Table 1

Group Number of Tweets Number of Retweets Number of Emotional Tweets
Fast food 6,553 29,603 979

IT 12,997 105,010 825
Luxury 9,489 15,845 1,078

Manufacturer 12,104 12,238 1,443
Mobile 9,959 19,363 1,450

Music tool 9,642 42,307 849
Sport 3,271 107,683 246

Grand Total 74,914 338,699 6,870
Table 1: Statistical of the collected dataset

6. Discussion

Our TweetScope application can collect tweets from Twitter efficiently by using Twitter
Stream service; user can access and generate useful data what represent how information
propagate on Twitter using the above definition model with the collected data. However
this study has several limits in practical collecting and processing. It covers only one
SNS, lack in number of tweets and scale of friendship relationship network. Moreover,
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: GUI of TweetScope (a) the main interface (b) a sample interface of an export func-
tion
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TweetScope cannot work online with dynamic information propagation, it has to fetch all
data to a local database before processing and analyzing, hence it requires more on storage
memory and performance ability of computer system.
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Fig. 6: A Distribution of ratio between number of tweets (or Li) and tweet quantity of
each kind (a) Distribution of Lt (b) Distribution of Lv with i ∈ [5..95]

We have used TweetScope to generate the calculated results as shown in Fig 6. In this
processing, we only pick a set of tweets which have been retweeted over than a threshold
20 times, with quantity of linguistic variable of time and values respectively N = 100,
M = 100. In fact, people can retweet any tweets with many reasons including subjects,
location of followers, posting timestamp of tweet, and so on. Therefore, noise can exist
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in the result if tweets reach highest φ value too soon or too late. To avoid the interference
we ignored 5% of linguistic values from first and the end, i.e. We only consider Li with
i ∈ [5..95]. In plot chart (a), ratio of emotional tweets what reach highest φ more quickly,
are larger than ones of non-emotional tweet. While the ratio of emotional tweets with
each Lvi are almost larger than ones of non-emotional tweet until to the end of axis Lv as
shown in the plot chart (b), it suggest that emotional tweets can easily get higher value φ
than non-emotional tweets.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we built a mathematical model of information propagation on SNS and a
practical application named TweetScope to help answer the question about relationship of
the effect of information propagation again emotional words used in the diffused tweets.
For evaluating the model, we tested it with a sample dataset that are collected from Twitter
using our application TweetScope. We found that tweets contain emotional words, are
most frequently retweeted. The values of their linguistic variables are concentrated around
the coordinate origin point in space of information propagation linguistic variables, where
represent high frequency of retweeting. However, there many reason when user retweet
a tweet hence the experiential result does not mention that non-emotional tweets are not
more retweeted.

In future work, we are planning to extend our proposal by improving the model to
track on multi properties of information propagation pattern other than the max value
of coverage rate and its time; clarify further more about the relationship between posi-
tive/negative emotional words and efficiency of information propagation on Social Net-
work Service. Besides that, we are going to implement our purposes by applying the
model to a large scale dataset, analyzing and visualization to help user understand clearly
how are information diffused and how to increase effect of the information propagation
using emotional words in the advertising content on marketing and business field. More-
over, mash-up applications [12] will be implemented by using external open APIs.
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